How To Make A Simple Website
That Generates $100/m+ in
Under an Hour With “Deadbeat”
Affiliate Marketing

By Dan Brock ( AKA “The Deadbeat Super Affiliate” )
The Deadbeat Super Affiliate
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It's Easier Than You Think...You're Just Making
It Too Hard!
Hello, and welcome! My name is Dan Brock, and what I'm about to show you will blow your
mind. Strong claim, no doubt, but keep reading below and you'll see what I mean!
One of the most common misconceptions newbie affiliate marketers have is that they think need to
make some massive website and spend years on it before they start earning. I'm sure you've thought the
same, right? I bet you've also thought that in order to make good money online, you have to spend 8
hours a day slaving away at your computer...
Well I've got good news for you!
It's WAY easier than you think, and takes about as much time as it takes you to get ready for work in
the morning.
In fact, I have many simple 5 page website that makes me over $100/m each. I have similar ones that
make me upwards of $2000/m on some of the better months.
Now imagine if you had 100 of these sites earning money for you in the background!
I'm sure you'd be ecstatic, right? This is where it gets interesting:
You know how much of my time I spent on these sites? An hour (total) for a lot of them.
Granted, my $2k/m website took longer, but even the time spent on that is a fraction of what people
normally spend to make the same amount of money.
Now before I show you how to do that,

I want to explain the different ways to make quick

affiliate sites and their pros and cons.
1. PPC affiliate sites – this is a more advanced method in my opinion because it requires
a lot of trial and error and a pretty big budget before you start to learn how to turn it into cash. If
you are a newbie to making money online, I HIGHLY recommend you don't attempt this
method.
2. Mailing list affiliate sites – these are sites designed solely to get you to opt-in to a
mailing list, at which point they will market products to you over time. This is a very powerful
method, the only problem with this one is it also takes a lot of time and experience to master
this technique. You're looking at about a year of practice before you start to get the hang of it.
3. Make review blogs to sell digital products – the review method is also very
powerful, however the digital product niche is pretty competitive so if you are a newbie, you
don't really stand a chance until you learn the basics.
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4. Making review blogs to sell PHYSICAL products – this is hands down the
easiest method that I know of to make money online. This is what I'm about to show you. Not
only is it extremely easy, but you can quickly build up a full time income within months if you
really focus on this.
The problem a lot of newbies have with making money online is that they undoubtedly start out with
ClickBank digital product selling like so many gurus suggest...
I was there myself....
Don't get me wrong Clickbank is freakin' awesome...but only when you have REAL experience.
The problem is, that Clickbank has hundreds of newbie affiliates joining everyday. It takes some real
skill to be able to be successful with CB nowadays, so if you are new, I would highly recommend you
resist the temptation that all of the Gurus out there have put in front of you.
Instead, I like to go for the easier jobs...and that is selling physical products as an affiliate through
networks like Amazon.com and a few others.
Keep in mind, this method will work with any physical product out there – I just like to use Amazon
because of the large selection of goods they have.
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Let Me Explain to You Why Amazon and
Physical Product Affiliate Marketing Is So
Awesome...
Simply put, Amazon IS the easiest way to make money online
•

There are literally 10s of thousands of products on Amazon.

I spent over 40 hours niche researching all of Amazon products
and I still find new products to promote all the time.
•

People have no suspicion about buying a physical product like
they do a digital ebook – therefore no need to go through the
long pre-selling process.
•

Amazon is unsaturated (99% of the niches are still low
competition)
•

People are addicted to Amazons sales process and end up
spending more than they originally plan to. A $10 purchase can
turn into a $100 purchase in a blink of an eye, and you get
commissions on EVERYTHING they buy!
•

( You get a $30 commission for
when someone buyers this golf
set! )

All you have to do is send traffic to Amazon to make a sale.
For example, the other day I sold a $1500 playset and I dont
have a single website that sells playsets. Someone just browsed
through my link and decided they want to buy a playset at the
time.
•

But Dan... I can make more money off digital product commissions!!
Yes, you can make more money selling higher commission goods like ebooks and what not. But the
difference here is the amount of work you need to put in on those digital goods sites.
On all of my Amazon sites, I haven't touched them in over 6 months now and they still earn for my like
they did from the beginning.
With digital product sites, you have to continually work on rankings, add content, add links, etc. just to
keep the same level of income.
They are not as set and forget as Amazon sites can be. And the reason for this is because there is
virtually no competition in most of the Amazon niches.
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The First Thing You Need to Do Is Find a
Product to Promote
There are two types of products you should promote in a 90/10% fashion.
90% high ticket items above $100. That gives you around $5 of commission per sale. A $300
item sale gives you about $20 in commission.
• 10% low end products to inflate your commission percent. At the beginning of the month they
drop you down to 4.00% commission, so its important to sell 20 items ASAP to get it up to
6.5%
•

So all you do is go through each category in Amazon until you find products that fit the following
criteria (for high ticket items):
$100 or more
10+ reviews(This is a really good indicator whether or not the product is popular and selling)
• A star rating above 3 (no sense in promoting a crappy product)
• Has 5 or more similar products to promote(this way we can create a whole website around one
type of product)
•
•
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Let Me Give You a List of Products NOT to
Promote
One of the most common mistakes people make when starting out with Amazon is picking the wrong
niches. EVERYBODY tries the following niches when they get into Amazon affiliate marketing:
1. LCD TVs
2. Digital Cameras/camcorders
3. Luxury Watches
4. Laptops
5. Computers
6. Cell phones like iphone, blackberrys, palms, etc.
The problem with these niches is everyone and their mother has a website on these items. These are the
first things they think of that are high ticket items they can get a lot of commission.
What that means for you is MASSIVE competition...which is bad.
So try to find more obscure niches like:
•
•
•

Grills
Lawnmowers
Womens Boots
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Confirm The Products Are Actually Getting
Searched For
All you do is run the root product name through the google adwords keyword tool:
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
So if we have a grill called the coleman x50 gas grill (im making this name up), run the keyword
'coleman x50' and 'coleman x50 gas grill' through the keyword tool to see the search results.
If a product has about 4000+ searches each month, I will consider writing an article on it.
Once you find 1 product that fits, go back to Amazon and try and find at least 4 more related products
that also have 4000+ searches. So for our gas grill example, we would go back and make sure there are
4 other popular gas grills.
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Now Create Some Articles On These 5 Products
The easiest way to do this is to summarize what is already provided to you from Amazon. They give
you practically all the info you need for 99% of the products out there.
I myself outsource all of my articles to www.textbroker.com. They are perfect for this application.
I generally like to have my articles in the 300 word range.
Whether you write the articles yourself or have someone else do it, you want to include the following
information:
The Who - Who the item is for. For example, your gas grill would be for outdoor
enthusiasts
looking for a quick way to grill up meat patties for parties. When someone is searching for a
product review, they want to make sure it's for them. So by addressing their situation, it helps
confirm it for them(which means they are ready to buy and click your affiliate link)
•

•

The What - Basically this is the outstanding features of the product.

The Why -You are answering why they should buy the particular product compared to
something similar. You would say something like 'this gas grill is one of the easiest to start
because of its auto-start feature. Stop wasting half the day trying to get those other gas grills
started'
•

Post the first article, and add the rest on drip feed(wordpress) so that they get posted automatically over
a period of 2 months or more.
This helps keep your site active over periods of time which is great for search rankings.
A quick note about auto-generated blogs.
For this method to really be effective, you need to use unique content for each article that you post. Im
sure you could make some money with this method auto-blogging, but it wont be anywhere as near as
successful.
A note on how to drive traffic to Amazon.com
I have found that simple text links within the body of your article convert the highest. I haven't had
much luck with image ads to be quite honest with you.
For a text link, I would do something like:
"If you want to buy this grill, I highly recommend you purchase online through Amazon at this link. It's
currently on sale here only through Amazon.
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Now Go Social Bookmark Your Main Domain
Once your first article is posted to your blog, you will want to go post it on some social bookmarking
sites to help get your site indexed.
I like to use onlywire.com to speed up the process. It cost like $30. If you want to use a free service,
check out socialposter.com.

Next SLOWLY Build Links To Your Website
and Internal Pages
A lot of people will tell you to build a ton of links all at once. I don't like this idea because I like to be
extremely paranoid when it comes to search engines.
I BELIEVE that they can flag your site if it just starts and gets hundreds of links within the first month.
I like to build NO MORE than 1 to 2 links per week to my main domain and internal pages.
It's also important to rotate your anchor text as much as possible.
Here are the various linking sources I use:
Profile Packets
• Social Bookmarks
• Blog commenting
• RSS feed submission
• RSS feed to Ping.fm <- a nice way to get some backlinks automatically as each of your
articles drip feed
• Web 2.0 Articles <- just one unique article linked to an article on your site holds some really
heave ranking power(just remember to bookmark your web 2.0 property to increase its ranking
power and help get it indexed)
•

SLOW AND STEADY...SLOW AND STEADY...
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Where Does the Traffic Come From?
You may be wondering where the traffic is coming from, right? Well, it will all come free of charge
from the popular search engines. Search engine traffic is highly profitable, and a lot of your traffic will
also be extremely targeted based on the search terms they will use to find your site.
With that said, even though SEO and traffic generation is going to be the most profitable thing you can
do for your websites, it takes a bit of education.
Luckily for you, the full version course teaches not only shows you step by step how to do everything,
but also how to SEO your websites to significantly increase your Amazon.com and other physical
product network income.
Go here now to learn more:

The Deadbeat Super Affiliate
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Duplicate and Work On Products That Sell Well
I have learned that you are better off just focusing on one niche that you find profitable.
For awhile there I was making sites to 'explore' niches.
I left a lot of money on the table at first because I wasn't improving the sites that were working, nor
was I duplicating those sites.
When you find a winner, STICK WITH IT AND DUPLICATE. Create another site on the same exact
niche using unique articles and just repeat the entire process.
The same goes with individual products. You will find on your niche sites that 1 or 2 products sell
better than the rest of them. It makes sense to work on these ones. Focus your link building on it and
work on conversion rates for that product.
It's about working smart.
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Most Importantly....
Like all other affiliate marketing, the key is to stick with it. I can tell you right now that not all of your
physical product niche sites are going to work out for you.
I can also tell you that it's going to get REALLY boring making these websites after you build a
couple. It's not fun...but it definitely works well, so stick with it and push through the boring times.
That's the basics behind Amazon.com affiliate marketing.
Keep in mind what I've taught you here to do is the very basic concept. If you want to see EXACTLY
how I do it with my own websites, and also learn a lot of clever tricks that can significantly boost your
earnings, click the link below:
If you want to watch me build one of these Deadbeat websites, check out
my full version course The Deadbeat Super Affiliate Here.
Let me show you what my customers are saying about it:
"I purchased this system a few days ago and haven't gotten more
than 4hrs. of sleep since! I LOVE Daniel's training approach - very professional
and the video/text combo makes it so easy to follow. I haven't been "confused"
yet and I'm halfway through!"
–

MsMotivation1, Warrior Forum

"Signed up yesterday and from what I have seen so far, it exceeds my
expectations. I am not a video fan - more of a reader than a watcher. But here
the vids are really well-done. And I have had no problems with them so far
though two take a while to load."
–

togdil, Warrior Forum

"Hi all, I got my first sale after 2-3 weeks+ setting up my amazon site,
and I just have 3-4 articles on it. will keep it up to aim for my second sales and
more. You all keep it up the momentum."
–

eechisim, Warrior Forum

http://www.deadbeatsuperaffiliate.com/
Thank you!
Dan Brock
The Deadbeat Super Affiliate
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